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Abstract: In this article, a modified design of an RF Radio Frequency Electronic Article
Surveillance (EAS) tag, used as a sensor platform, is manufactured and characterized. EAS
tags are passive devices consisting of a capacitor and coil, tuned to a resonance frequency
readable by the detector equipment, in this case 8.2 MHz. They were originally used to
detect whether merchandise was being moved through the detection gates at shop exits, in
which case an alarm was triggered. If the capacitance is divided in two and a resistive
sensor device inserted in between, the resonant Inductor-Capacitor (LC) circuit becomes an
Inductor-Capacitor-Capacitor-Resistor LCCR circuit and can be used as a sensor tag. A
high sensor resistance means that one capacitor is decoupled, leading to one resonance
frequency, while a low resistance will couple both capacitances into the circuit, resulting in
a lower resonance frequency. Different types of resistive sensors exist that are able to
detect properties such as pressure, moisture, light and temperature. The tag is manufactured
in Aluminum foil on a polyetylentereftalat (PET) substrate, resulting in a cost effective
RF-platform for various resistive sensors. Two types of tags are designed and
manufactured, one with parallel plate capacitors and the other with interdigital capacitors.
To test the tags, a resistive tilt sensor is mounted and the tags are characterized using a
network analyzer. It is shown that for high resistance, the tags have a resonance frequency
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of morethan 10 MHz while for low values the frequency approaches 8.2 MHz.
Keywords: resonance circuit; RF-tag; EAS; surveillance

1. Introduction
Currently, the possibility to manufacture completely printed Radio Frequency Identification (RFID)
tags is limited, mostly because of problems associated with printing high frequency transistors, usually
in the MHz range. To date, many papers presenting the development of printed technology for RFID
applications, including printed antennas and transistors, have been presented [1–14]. Research has
previously been done on sensing applications using RFID technology [15,16]. A specific example is an
article that shows how to produce an RFID tag that senses temperature by using a Shaped Memory
Alloy (SMA). It is a part of an antenna that will change the impedance matching of an RFID chip so
that it will be matched or mismatched depending on the temperature and thereby be readable or not.
The tag also contains a second RFID chip that is unaffected by temperature changes so that the tag can
always be detected as present [17].
However, it is still the case that the cost for implementing sensor applications using RFID tags can
be too high in cost sensitive areas.
As an alternative, adding new functionality to a device consisting only of printed passive
components opens up potential application areas in cost sensitive markets. Such a device is the Radio
Frequency (RF) Electronic Article Surveillance (EAS) tag, traditionally used to detect whether
merchandise has moved through detection gates at shop exits, in which case an alarm is triggered.
They are based on a simple LC resonance circuit consisting of a capacitor and coil tuned to the
detection frequency of the readout equipment. The reader generates an alternating magnetic field that
induces energy in the EAS tag if it is located in the vicinity. If the frequency of the magnetic field and
resonance frequency of the EAS tag match then this leads to a small but detectable voltage drop in the
generating coil. In addition, an extra optional sensor coil can be used which senses a voltage drop
when the tag is within the magnetic field. The damping resistance of the tag should be as low as
possible, preferable with a quality factor (Q-factor) of >60 [18].
EAS tags are limited in their information capacity, just being able to be detected in the interrogation
zone or not, hence also called 1-bit transponders, as compared to RFID chips that are commonly
capable of communicating data in the order of kbits. The EAS tags are in the “on” state when
manufactured and are deactivated in the shop by applying a strong magnetic field that induces a
sufficiently high voltage to short circuit the plate capacitor. This is assisted by having pre-fabricated
weakened points, so-called “dimples” [18].
This article discusses the manufacturing and characterization of a modified type of RF EAS tag
meant to be used as a sensor platform for resistive sensors and that is detectable at two distinctly
different frequencies depending on the sensor state.
It can be used in, for example, shipping, in combination with different sensors, where each
container or box may have its own sensor. It then becomes possible to pick out the specific
container/boxes, for which a “trigger event” has occurred. This technology can be used as a
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complement to perform standard quality checks in several areas such as transport, food and
packaging [19–23].
It has previously been proven how the detection of certain events can be applied to silicon based
UHF RFID solutions by letting sensor switching mechanisms decide whether an RFID tag should
respond with its ID number or not, i.e., if the tag is able to operate or not. Switching an RFID tag on or
off by connecting different parts of an RFID tag’s antenna structure is for example shown in [16]
wherein a mercury-based accelerometer switch tells about an items movement status, and in the work
presented in [17] wherein shape-memory alloys are used for detection of thermal thresholds.
The design of the EAS tag in this work is based on the standard Inductor-Capacitor (LC) resonance
circuit but is modified to include a second capacitor connected, in parallel, through a resistive sensor
resulting in an Inductor-Capacitor-Capacitor-Resistor LCCR circuit. The electrical schematic layout of
the modified EAS tag is shown in Figure 1, where the sensor is represented by a resistor element,
denoted R1, the inductance by L1, and the capacitors by C1 and C2 respectively.
This means that the sensor placed between the capacitances, R1, will act as a resistive divider that
couples capacitor C2 into the resonance circuit, consisting of L1 and C1, in proportion to its resistance.
When the resistance of the sensor is high, the extra capacitor C2 is basically disconnected from the
circuit, giving a resonance frequency that corresponds only to L1 and C1.
When the sensor resistance is, instead, low, the extra capacitor C2 is connected in parallel with the
first, resulting in a lowering of the resonance frequency.
In this manner it is possible to measure at one frequency range to determine whether the tags are
present and working, and have another “alarm” or “trigger" frequency range to check that the sensor
has been activated.
By adjusting the values of C1 and C2 to reach the two desired resonance frequencies it is also
possible to design a tag, which uses a sensor that goes to high resistance and decouples C2 when an
event happens.
The readout equipment can be based on the standard EAS tag alarm with the addition of detection at
two frequency ranges. The possibility could also be considered to use a handheld reading unit for
localizing one specific activated EAS sensor tag amongst many nearby tags.
Figure 1. Electrical schematic of the Inductor-Capacitor-Capacitor-Resistor LCCR tag.
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Different types of resistive sensors exist that are able to detect properties such as pressure, moisture,
light, temperature and more. The requirement is that the resistance will be sufficiently low to activate
the tag when the desired threshold of the measured quantity is reached.
For example, a tilt sensor could be mounted to check that packages are aligned correctly during
transport. Some products are inherently sensitive to position during freight and should be transported
in an upright, vertical direction in order to greatly enhance shock resistance. Reading this information
electronically from the EAS tag provides the possibility of triggering an alarm if the packages are
placed incorrectly and provides a better safety check as opposed to conducting only a visual inspection.
A latching acceleration switch (the switch sticks to its triggered state once the trigger event has
occurred) could be mounted to check whether a package or container has been subject to shock during
its previous transport. Products with an activated tag could be removed for further inspection avoiding
the possibility of damaged products reaching a customer. Such impact-monitoring sensor can be built
in a small size and will have no power requirements, as described in [24].
2. Design and Simulation of LCCR EAS Tag
The tags were manufactured in 50 µm thick aluminum on a polyetylentereftalat (PET) substrate
which is a manufacturing procedure that could provide a sufficiently low resistance in order to obtain
an acceptable Q-factor. Tests show that a Q-factor of ~30, which corresponds to a series resistance
of 6 Ω, is sufficient to trigger the EAS reader. However, this is the limit and includes the complete
series resistance, with coil, capacitors and sensor.
Tests using ink-jet and screen printing techniques to apply conductive silver ink resulted in a
resistance which was too high. Considering the relatively thin layer thickness obtained by ink-jet
printing, usually in the range of 1 µm, it is deemed very difficult to produce sufficiently thick layers in
order to obtain a low enough Q-value of a coil if the width of the lines is to be reasonable. Similar
results are reported in [25] where coils are repeatedly screen printed up to 40 times so as to achieve a
thickness of 350 µm—but still only reach a Q-factor of 45, and that with the extra cost of achieving
non flexible prints.
The problem is apparent if considering the possible limit of the conductance for silver nano-particle
ink, namely the same as bulk silver, that has a resistivity of 1.55 × 10−8 Ωm. Considering the geometry
of the manufactured coil, which is 110 cm long and 1 mm wide, a 1 µm layer of bulk silver would still
result in a series resistance of 17.5 Ω, which gives a Q-factor of ~11, even when all the other serial
resistance components are neglected [26].
This value is not reached for printed nano-silver ink structures even if using effective sintering
methods such as electrical sintering and at best, possibly 50% of bulk silver conductance may be
achievable [26–32]. The conclusion regarding ink-jet as a manufacturing method is that, at present, it
is not feasible to manufacture coils with a line width in the range of 1 mm because of the limited layer
thickness it can produce.
To predict the behavior of the LCCR tag, simulations were performed in order to estimate the
frequency shift that different sensor resistance values will provide. In Figure 2, the schematic circuit
layout used for the simulation is shown.
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Figure 2. Electrical layout used for the simulation of the Electronic Article Surveillance
(EAS) tag reader and EAS tag.

The simulation is setup so as to resemble the send/read gate and the tag in an EAS system. The
sender coil (TX1) transfers energy to the LCCR circuit. The LCCR circuit then transmits its response
to the readout coil (RX1). On the readout coil the voltage induced by the LCCR-circuit at different
frequencies is probed. In the LCCR circuit part, resistor R1 acts as the sensor element, with low to high
resistance values (on to off, respectively). The coupling efficiency of the transformers used has been
set to 0.01, i.e., only 1% of the energy is transferred from one part to the next in the system.
When the resistance becomes low, the equivalent capacitance moves towards 100 pF and when the
resistance is high the equivalent capacitance moves towards 60 pF. Figure 3 shows the simulated
resonance frequency and the relative amplitude for resistance values between 1 Ω and 100 kΩ. It can
be seen that the resonance frequency is 8.2 MHz for 1 to 10 Ω and about 10 MHz for 10 kΩ and 100 kΩ
and intermediate resistance values result in lower amplitudes and frequencies which fall in between.
This means that a sensor resistance of 100 Ω or less provides the correct frequency to trigger the
EAS detector used and values around some kΩ or more offers a resonance peak around 10 MHz. It can
also be observed that the damping in the circuit will be quite high for intermediate resistance values,
therefore it is not necessarily true that the readout will trigger, even if the resonance frequency is
correct, because the damping is too large. It is important to use sensors that have as low a resistance as
possible when the tag is meant to trigger the EAS detector.
For the readout equipment targeted to be used in this work, manufactured by Gunnebo Nordic, the
tag’s resonance frequency should be 8.2 MHz, which is why the values chosen for the tag circuit
shown in Figure 1 are: L = 3.7 mH, C1 = 60 pF and C2 = 40 pF resulting in a frequency shift from
about 10.5 MHz with high resistance and 8.2 MHz with low resistance. Smaller frequency shifts is
possible by changing the values of the capacitors.
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Figure 3. Simulation results showing resonance frequency shift for different resistance
values of the sensor.

3. Experimental Section
The LCCR EAS tags have been manufactured in two different versions, one using parallel plate
capacitors, and one which uses interdigital capacitors. Both tag types are constructed from 50 µm thick
aluminum foil on a 50 µm PET substrate and the design was manufactured by the company Mekoprint
(Denmark). In Figure 4, the aluminum foil layouts, the dimensions and sensor placement, and the
positions of the probe of the network analyzer are shown. In the case of the parallel plate EAS tag, the
coil was cut in the place indicated in Figure 4; in the case of the interdigital tag, the measurement was
performed between the inner part of the coil and the capacitor before they were joined.
Figure 4. Top layer layout of the parallel plate capacitor LCCR EAS tag (left) and
interdigital version (right) showing dimensions and the placement of the sensor.

The parallel plate capacitor model utilizes the PET foil as a dielectric and a silver screen paste on
the reverse side is used for the connection of the coil in addition to one plate of the capacitors, this can
be seen in Figures 5 and 6. The connection between the inner part of the coil and the capacitors is
achieved by removing the PET foil over the center contact by means of a Versa laser infrared laser
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cutting machine, thereby providing a via for the paste on the reverse side to connect to the aluminum
on the front side. This can be seen in the right photo in Figure 5 as a square area in the middle of the coil.
Figure 5. Photos of plate LCCR EAS tags manufactured in aluminum on PET with tilt
sensor, frontside, left and reverse side with printed screen paste, right.

Figure 6. Photos of interdigital LCCR EAS tags manufactured in aluminum on PET with
tilt sensor, frontside, left and reverse side with printed screen paste, right.

For the parallel plate EAS tag, the size of the capacitances is easily tuned by changing the area
covered by the silver paste on the reverse side. The screen print of the silver paste on the reverse side
was performed by the company Sweprod (Sweden) and can be seen in the photos in Figure 5.
For the interdigital model, the connection from the inner part of the coil to the capacitances is
achieved by folding a piece of the foil and gluing it to the middle contact with anisotropic conductive
tape, model 9705 manufactured by 3M (USA). This connection could also be achieved by, for
example, silver epoxy or by other conductive glues or tapes. The capacitances are, in this case, also
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tuned by printing the silver screen paste on the reverse side of the interdigital structure, which will
increase the capacitance in proportion to the area that is covered. Photographs showing the front and
reverse sides of the plate capacitor model are shown in Figure 5 and the interdigital model is shown in
Figure 6.
To demonstrate the function of the tags, a tilt sensor was mounted on both types, which can be seen
in Figures 5 and 6. This was performed by first cutting a gap with scissors in the Al/PET foil and then
attaching the sensors with anisotropic conductive tape (3M) at the positions indicated in Figure 4. An
adjustment of the sensor position, as indicated in Figure 4, on the interdigital EAS tag will change the
ratio of the capacitance that are coupled by the sensor thereby changing the resonance frequency in the
un-triggered state.
The tilt sensor is a momentary rolling ball switch tilt sensor, model AT411-2 manufactured by the
Light Country (China). The sensor works by having two metal balls inside the canister that close the
circuit when it is upright, but, when tilted more than 30°, the balls will not connect with the contacts
thereby creating an open circuit. The advantage of such a sensor type is that it is able to go from a very
low resistance, <1 Ω, to infinity, which suits the EAS sensor tag concept very well.
4. Results and Discussion
Measurements conducted using an Agilent E5070B network analyzer show that the resonance
frequencies of the tags are very close to the simulated values.
Figures 7 and 8 show the measured impedance locus for the two EAS tag types. The markers show
the change in resonance frequency when the mounted tilt sensor is in its high resistance
“off” state compared to the low resistance “on” state. The resulting shift in resonance frequency is
from 10 MHz to 8.2 MHz in the “on” state.
Figure 7. Smith chart showing measured resonance frequency for the interdigital EAS tag
equipped with a tilt sensor that is in “on” state, blue (solid) graph, and “off” state, red
(dashed) graph.
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Figure 8. Smith chart showing measured resonance frequency for the parallel plate type
EAS tag equipped with a tilt sensor that is in “on” state, blue (solid) graph, and “off” state,
red (dashed) graph.

Impedance measurements are performed with a probe formed from a short stub of rigid coaxial
cable with a metal outer jacket that has been extended with a 0.8 mm wire to create a two-point probe.
That is, the coaxial assembly’s center and outer conductor are used directly as measurement contact
points. The rigid coaxial cable is connected with an SMA connector to a semi-rigid coaxial cable
leading to the network analyzer. The procedure for impedance measurements with a balanced cable
assembly and unbalanced device under test does provide room for improvements if further accuracy is
demanded. One solution to decouple the tag from the transmission line, thereby suppressing current
flow on the outer jacket of the cable assembly is to integrate a balun. Common approaches with using
quarter wavelength baluns along the conductor is however problematic with 10 MHz having a free
space quarter wavelength of approximately 7.5 m. Wavelength dependent devices are by definition
also frequency dependent and thus not suitable for wideband measurements [33]. Another approach
with potential for use in these kinds of measurements is to use a differential probe setup. For example
where two stubs of the rigid coaxial cable have their outer metal shields soldered together and where
the two ports of an antenna or chip are contacted by each center conductor. Transform equations for
mixed-mode S-parameters as described in [34] and [35] can then be used to retrieve the desired
differential mode S-parameters. Examples of using such measurement setup are found in [36] and [37].
For these relatively low frequencies a balun based on transformers and ferrite coils might also be
used [33]. The results from measuring resonance peaks with a single-ended probe in this work
however agree well with simulations and for triggering the EAS gates at 8.2 MHz.
Figure 9 shows both simulated and measured transmission coefficients for the parallel plate tag
(left) and the interdigital tag (right), where the values are normalized for each case. The measurements
were performed on one tag of each type. It can be seen that the frequency shift for the “on” and “off”
states are close to the simulated values. The difference between the simulated and measured values is
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attributed mostly to the manufacturing tolerance of the capacitances of the tags. Small variations in
area and positioning of the screen printed silver paste that makes up the capacitors on the reverse side
of the aluminum pattern, as seen in the right-hand portions of Figures 5 and 6, causes a small spread in
the resonance frequency. Manufacturing tolerances are exemplified in Figure 10 and explains why the
measured and simulated transmission coefficients in Figure 9 differ for the interdigital tag. To a
smaller extent, the difference is also attributed to the added resistance caused by contacting the coils
with silver paste, in the form of bridges for the parallel plate tag and as discrete contact points for the
interdigital tag. The losses in the experimental data appears to be larger than for the simulated values
as the graphs are wider for the experimental data and are attributed to the overall resistance of the tags
as well as contact resistance of the probe when performing the measurements.
Figure 9. Simulated and measured transmission coefficients for parallel plate tag (left) and
interdigital tag (right).

Figure 10. Plot (left) and histogram (right) showing the resonance frequency of
35 manufactured interdigital EAS tags as measured after the application of the screen print
silver paste on the opposite side of the interdigital capacitor, without any adjustment of
the capacitance.

These frequencies are close to the predicted values obtained from the circuit simulations in the
previous section.
The manufacturing of the tags appears to be robust, and from a series of 35 manufactured
interdigital tags with screen printed silver paste and without adjusting them in any way, the average
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resonance frequency was measured to be 8.21 MHz and the largest deviations were ±0.2 MHz. A plot
of the tags’ resonance frequencies as well as a histogram of the same measurement is shown in Figure 10,
where standard deviation is 0.097.
The parallel plate type was not measured in this manner because the coil has to be cut to measure
the resonant frequency, thereby destroying the tags from further use. However, of the tags measured,
no larger deviation from the resonant frequency was observed than was the case for the
interdigital tags.
The possibility to adjust the capacitance by the application of screen printed silver paste after
manufacturing is also a possibility.
When considering using sensor equipped EAS tags in applications, it is of interest to discuss the
possible reading methods and read ranges. Standard EAS tag readers used in shops are positioned as
gates at the entrance, detecting tags that pass through. Since the tags are 1-bit devices there is no
option of distinguishing between different tags. The distance between the gates is usually a few meters.
One possible scenario when using the modified sensor EAS tags is to let goods pass through standard
EAS reader gates that are for example positioned so that they enclose a conveyor belt. It is also a
possibility that the tags are read when positioned in front of a reader system rather than passing
through gates, for example with a handheld reader.
Tests were performed by positioning reader gates (manufactured by Gunnebo Gateway, Sweden)
side by side and reading commercial standard EAS tags in front of those. See Figure 11 for
the setup used.
Figure 11. EAS detection gate setup where the gates have been turned side by side to test
the reading range of EAS tags positioned in front of the gates.

In this case the tags can be read at a distance of about 30 cm. This can be viewed as a best case
scenario: any additional resistance added will make the maximum read distance less. In this article is
shown a concept of using sensors together with a modified EAS tag and the total resistance of the
demonstrated experimental tags will be larger than if such tags were manufactured commercially. This
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is because of added contact resistance when mounting the sensors and the screen printed part of the
tags, as can be seen in Figure 5. The modified sensor tags are only readable at about 5 cm in its current
form, but will approach the commercial tags if its serial resistance is decreased.
In the conventional use of EAS tags it is important to avoid false alarms or tags passing close to but
not through the gates, and therefore there is really no interest in having a too long read range or to
sensitive reading.
To be able to detect the modified EAS tags at the two different resonance frequencies a
modification to the existing equipment is required. As the system is designed now it sweeps a few
100 KHz below and above 8.2 MHz. Detection at several frequencies will lead to added complexity
and some extra cost of the readers, but from a technical perspective to read in the range 8–10 MHz
should be straightforward. Other issues include radiation regulatory issues with more wideband EAS
gates, although in the ETSI EN 300 330-1 standard, the 5 kHz–30 MHz range is permitted for use in
short range inductive devices [38].
A handheld reader would also be operated at a short distance where the tags are positioned
within 0–1m to avoid crosstalk between several nearby tags.
If longer read range or more functionality is needed it is probably a better option to move to an
RFID solution that, at a larger cost, could provide more functionality and longer read range. Such a
solution could be of different types, such as a battery operated commercial solution as well as some of
the options presented in research [15–17]. The difference in cost can however be too large for some
cost sensitive areas that can be satisfied with the performance offered by the more limited read range
and non-identifiable tags of the EAS system. The cost of manufacturing standard EAS tags is very low
and the technology can be said to be both mature and having a very high production volume because it
is used in almost all shops, attached to even the cheapest goods. Therefore, it is possible to argue that
this is the cheapest tag with regards to material and production cost of any conceivable RF or RFID tag
in use today. If considering modification of a standard EAS tag to consist of an LCC circuit, which
should be easily done by splitting the capacitor into two capacitors during production. It is reasonable
to say that the added cost will be the sensor and its attachment and not the modification. A reasonable
assumption is thus that the cost of the sensor and its attachment is equivalent if the sensor is used with
a modified EAS tag or an RFID tag. The cost difference will then be the cost for the RFID tag
compared to the EAS tag.
When considering the manufacturing cost of EAS tags and RFID tags, commercial or research, the
cost for the RFID chip and its chip attachment procedure will always be added to the cost of the actual
antenna and this will be higher than the EAS tag, which does not have any chip.
4. Conclusions
The manufactured modified LCCR type EAS tags have been shown to work as a sensor platform for
resistive sensors. The demonstrated case, with a tilt sensor, is merely an example of a possible sensor
application. The types of sensors that are possible for use in this case are limited to resistive sensors,
which have low resistance when the EAS tag triggers the readout, preferably only a few ohms. Tags of
such a type can be used with standard EAS tag readout systems thus making it possible to build a
system of commercially available standard components. It is also shown that the deviation in
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resonance frequency of the manufactured tags is low, as shown in Figure 10, but still visible as a small
difference between the simulated and measured transmission coefficients in Figure 9. Disadvantages
with EAS technologies as compared to chip-based RFID solutions include the absence of anti-collision
methods. It is thus very difficult to separate the signal from two or more EAS tags in the same reading
zone, putting constraints of the maximum density of EAS tags. The span of available sensors might
also be partly narrower for EAS systems, since it is known that a lower sensor resistance is needed to
operate an EAS tag than for integrating sensors to UHF RFID tags. Until fully printed RFID tags are
realized, the cost in manufacturing EAS sensor tags does not have to consider the cost of silicon chips.
The applications can vary, but the main target is generally those applications where a large number of
tags with sensors are necessary and the price sensitivity is so high that more advanced RFID tags prove
to be too expensive.
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